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A blog is way more than just a web page and blog posts; it’s 
the reader experience you create and share with the world. 
If you take the time to craft the right experience for your 
blog and its audience, you’ll find yourself with an online 
space that not only builds community but also has impact 
and reach with the words you’re sharing with the world. 

It’s actually not all that complicated and we can break it 
down into five simple steps to help you take your online 
space to the next level. From your visuals to the impact 
your content has on your readers; this PDF will walk you 
through five easy to implement steps to create the best 

reader experience for your blog.



The internet is a very visual place and, whether we like it 
or not, to create a memorable reader experience we also 

need to create a memorable aesthetic as well. 

IfIf you’re a whizz with a camera, then creating a consistent 
visual aesthetic will probably come easy to you - my best 
advice is to try and avoid following the crowd and instead 
create a style that is unique to you and your space. If Pho-
toshop is your best friend, then engaging graphics is 
probably more up your street. If your site is pleasing on 
the eye, easy to navigate, and modern and responsive, 
readersreaders will probably connect much easier to your con-
tent.  But have no fear if the visual side of things isn’t your 
strong suit as I’ve put together a Visual Audit + Work-
sheet on the next page to help you up your visual game.





For example: minimal, engaging, photo heavy, design heavy, etc



For example: take a photography course, self-teach yourself Photoshop, 
take new profile photo, rebrand blog logo, invest in a new blog design etc. 

Use the visual audit questions to pin-point three 



We love blogs for different reasons; some make us weep 
with laughter, others with tears, some inspire us to move 
forward, and others encourage us to embrace the here 
and now. Crafting a memorable tone and effect with the 
content you share will help you to create a reader experi-
ence to remember, and whether you want to encourage 
and motivate, or teach and inspire, or maybe even jolt 
intointo action; the intention behind your words will always 

effect how your readers feel. 

I’ve put together a Reader Impact Q&A on the next page 
which will hopefully help you to pin-point how you want 
your content to make your readers feel, and explore the 
purpose behind the awesome content you’re sharing with 

the world.



For example: inspired/motivated/excited/informed/entertained etc. 

What is it about their content that creates that effect? 



For example: humour/friendly/open/helpful etc 

Taking all these answers, you can then start to see pat-
terns emerge of what you really want your space to be. 
Whether you’re a beauty blogger empowering other con-
sumers to make savvy purchases, or maybe a lifestyle 
blogger encouraging others to live a simple and beautiful 
life; staying in tune with the experience you’re creating 
and how your content makes people feel is a great way to 

really craft an online space to remember.



We fall in love with blogs that have the content creators 
blood, sweat, and tears poured into them. We love seeing 
a passion project brought to life, and developing a consis-
tent and high quality space is one of the most important 

steps to creating a reader experience to remember. 

Becoming consistent takes time. You have to find your 
feet in a good routine, and really commit to your blog and 

the standard you want to maintain.

Don’t worry as I’ve put together a Creator Consistency 
Audit and a cheat sheet with my secrets for creating a con-
sistent online space to help you guys over on the next 

page!





To find the motivation to really commit to your 

online space you have to fall in love with it first. 

Build a blogging platform that enables you to really 

share who you are and your story with the world. 

Make it your favourite place in the world and give 

yourself the freedom to create whatever it is you 

want to create. 

You decide and define the standards you want to 

maintain with your blog. However consistent you 

want to be is up to you - all that matters is that you’re 

happy with your process and that you can stay consis-

tent with the standards you’ve set for yourself. 



Maintaining a high quality blog isn’t always easy, and 
the only way to do it is to stay organised and put in the 

hours to really nurture your online space. Finding a 
process that works for you, shortcuts where possible, 

and a routine to keep you on track are some of the best 
ways I’ve found to stay consistent. 

Defining the purpose and goals behind your blog is one 
of the most important steps to really crafting a reader 
experience to remember. Knowing who you want to 

create for, what it is you want to create, and the impact 
you want to have with your content will guide you 
moving forward. Don’t be afraid to get specific or 

narrow in, the more you appeal to a specific audience 
the more impact and reach you can have. the more impact and reach you can have. 



First and foremost, blogging is a great way to develop 

community, connect with likeminded people, and start a 

two-way conversation between content creator and 

reader. Even with the best content in the world, without 

building community your reader experience is limited. 

Connecting with your readership, developing authentic 

friendships and connections, and making your space 

aboutabout them as much as it is about you not only creates a 

reader experience to remember, but one you will love as 

well. 

It’s more than just replying to comments with a quick 

‘thank you’ though, it’s about how tailored those respons-

es are and how authentically you create community. I’ve 

put together a cheat sheet on How To Craft Better Re-

sponses to help you guys on your path to creating a reader 

experience to remember. 



The first step to being responsive is to aim to reply 
within 24-48 hours. Any longer and it may just seem like 

an after thought. 

Tailor your replies to be personal and engaging. Re-
spond to their comments and ideas and make sure they 

know you haven’t just skimmed their response. Take the 
time to really connect with your readership.

To really get to know your readers, visit their social 
media profiles and blogs and find out more about who 
they are and the awesome content they’re sharing with 
the world. They’re way more than just nameless faces 

visiting your blog. 



If a reader asks a question, take the time to really answer 
them and offer up any resources and links you have to 

hand. Be open with your knowledge and take the time to 
help when you can. 

Reader feedback and questions is a great source of inspi-
ration for new content. If there are frequently asked 

questions, or issues your readers are struggling with that 
you know you can create content to help with, you can 

tailor your posts to be created for them in mind. 

Regular readers probably stop by on a weekly basis to 
engage with your content; building relationships with 
the familiar faces who support your blog is one of the 

most fulfilling parts of running your online space.



There are thousands of blogs out there, with so many 
sharing similar content and ideas. Niches are packed full 
these days with awesome, creative, and insightful blogs 
and to stand out in the crowd you have to bring some-
thing extra to the blogging table. Going the extra mile can 
actually help you to enjoy your online space more; push-
ing yourself to try new things, learn new skills, and de
light your readers even more than usual means you’ll 

create an online space you can be really proud of. 

To create a reader experience to remember, going the 
extra mile from time to time and stepping up your game 
is a great way to stand out in the crowd. I’ve put together 
a 10 Ways To Go The Extra Mile cheat sheet for you on 
the next page which shares a few ideas and ways to de-

light your readers and create a memorable experience. 










